Radio Amateurs Survey Changes Open to Radio Spy

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — Two of Philadelphia's most active licensed amateur operators have presented to the FCC a plan for changing the radio frequencies currently used by radio amateurs. The plan is designed to provide a more orderly and efficient use of the radio spectrum.

Amateur operators are currently licensed to use frequencies from 14 MHz to 18 MHz. The new plan would divide the spectrum into two bands: a lower band from 14 MHz to 18 MHz and an upper band from 18 MHz to 22 MHz.

The lower band would be used for communications between radio amateurs and other amateurs, while the upper band would be reserved for communications between radio amateurs and other licensed radio stations.

The plan has been endorsed by the American Radio Relay League, which represents the interests of radio amateurs.

Conclusion

The changes proposed by the amateur operators are designed to improve the efficiency and orderly use of the radio spectrum. The FCC is expected to consider the proposal in the near future.
Seeing Double at Twin Convent...

ABOVE the HULLabaloo

BY LYTLE HULL

When Ignorance Is Bliss

The writer opened two adjoining schools. In one there were 1000 pupils. In the other, 1000 others. It was a fairly well-known fact that the former had been built according to the specifications of the highest authority on educational methods. The latter was the newest and most up-to-date. But the difference in the schools was far greater than the difference between the two buildings. In the first, the children were taught by men who knew the subject matter. In the second, they were taught by men who knew nothing of it. And yet, the results were exactly the same! So the writer concluded that education did not matter. He sold both schools to a third party and went on to demonstrate that even more astonishing fact: that ignorance is bliss.

HOW IT'S DONE — Grace Shaffer of Detroit, woman handy with a brush, can catch fish as well as tell others how to do it. Since she displays 12-pound Great Northern pike she landed from water at recent meeting of Outdoor Writers of America, at Montreal, Ontario.

SIX INCH SERMON

Rev. Robert H. Harper

The Holy Spirit Inspires New Testament

The Holy Spirit is the only biblical agent described as "breathing, and as a lamp in my hand." This is a physical illustration of the pneumatological doctrine of the early church. The Holy Spirit is present in the lives of Christians, guiding them and enlightening them. The Spirit is the indwelling presence of God in the lives of believers. It is the power that empowers the church to fulfill its mission.

Women in the News

By Hope Chamberlin

Girls Employed as Drafters

Patricia Dow Patterns

FASHION for today
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Laws Affecting Island of Hawaii or Having Special Interest to Its Residents

Section 1. The Hawaai Mainichi

JIM HARDY

Tailspin Tommy

Gosh! You're right, Tom! Our country's plantation
Down below. Where else could we

(Continued from yesterday)

Rex Efaw, Attorney General of Hawaii, has
Responded to the Hawaai Mainichi, as the
Representative of the Hawaai Mainichi, the
Attorney General's office has received
Several questions from its present readers
which, in our opinion, may be of special
Interest to its residents.

[Further discussion of laws affecting Hawaii]

Saturday, August 2, 1941

THE HAWAI MAINICHI

Page Three

Flag Ripples at Wayside Crossings,
Stills Rail And Motor Travelers

GARY, Ind. (UP) — Where two railroad cros.s U. S.
Route 12, on the edge of the lovely Indiana
Dunes, a kindly, gray-haired man has added new
Crossing to the wayside crosses of old American
pastime to passing travelers.

Henry Humphreys is the watchman at the crossing.
From a crude mast outside his shanty, has
caused much comment, and admiration.

Henry Humphreys has raised and lowered the American flag
for them here!

Since then he holds a flag-raising all his own every
morning. The flag is one he bought 25 years ago to
replant a flag held, on account of the new laws enacted
by Act 213 (Series A-34 of the Revised Laws of Hawaii
1939, as amended) and by Act 7 (Series A-34 of the

Humphreys' flag, each day for hundreds passing
on the highway and railroads, has caused much comment, and
admiration. Once an army officer, served on the observation
platform of a passing train, rose to his feet as he saw the
Flag. flipped away his cigarette, and stood at attention until
the train approached in the distance.

PRUNE POPULARITY PUSHED

DAVIS, Cal. (UP) — Because the nation refuses to eat
as many prunes as California can grow, the State College
of Agriculture has advised the prune farmers to try other
products for the market.

Suggestions made were prune ice cream, prune milk shakes, prune candy bars, ready-to-eat dry-packed prunes and prune drinks.

DRAFT CLERK REMEMBERED

SUNDAY, Pu. (UP) — Harry Flint, chief clerk of a draft
office, has received a postal card from a youth
who had entered into the army, Signed by all five, it read: "Wish you were here."
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Mooheau Defeat CYO To Retain Senior Loop Lead

YBA, Dokuritsu in Second Round Playoff Game

DOKURITSU 9 CAN COP TITLE WITH VICTORY

YBA WIN VILL. NECESSITATE TWO OUT OF THREE PLAYOFFS.

The second round title of the Hilo Nisei softball league will be at stake on Sunday afternoon when YBA and Dokuritsu meet for two games starting from 3 p.m. at Alii playground.

The teams playing in the second round title game will be determined by the outcome of the first two.

As YBA won the game with the aid of the second round flag, they are favored to win the second round title of the Hilo Nisei Softball League.

In the other softball game, the in-town league champion Bantu players will battle for the championship laurels.

The Bantu boys, who are the in-town league champions, will be stretching their 40-game winning streak against YBA in tomorrow’s doubleheader.

SPORTS PAGE

YBA at Hilo Center for Saturday Tussle
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先発隊早くも目的地に到着
南仏印○○進駐開始
講談林を縫い野牛遊ぶ（つ）横切って
英朝村に於ける武

英仏印交断絶

英国交感深刻
例を引用し新聞の一斉攻撃

飛行機用燃料

米国内にあらる第結
完全なる決着
今夜半より効力発生

米国輸出停止

和平、非戦平地域

米東省で遮断

米国内にあらる第結
完全なる決着
今夜半より効力発生

米国輸出停止
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